Get ready for what's next in FTTX deployment.

Coming soon to a network near you

It's configurable.
It's scalable.
It's simple.
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Closures and terminals can vary across applications and network segments, making it difficult to manage inventory and train staff. Supplies can be difficult to find in the required quantities, particularly for geographically dispersed deployments. Installing fiber can be time consuming when closures and terminals have so many unique requirements for technicians to master.

If you're looking for a simpler approach to fiber connectivity that prepares your network for FTTX growth, look ahead to NOVUX. This modular, end-to-end ecosystem is designed to solve the fiber deployment challenges you face today—and tomorrow.

Can your network keep pace with today's explosive FTTX growth? NOVUX can.

Source: MarketsandMarkets WORLDWIDE FTTX GROWTH 47.5% from 2018–2023

Simply put, we designed NOVUX together with service providers to help them prepare for what the FTTH future brings. It's the industry's only end-to-end modular FTTX system that's designed to help our customers do more with less.

NOVUX is the industry's most flexible FTTX platform. It takes modularity to new levels with technologies that span the end-to-fiber network from the trunk to the drop. That makes it the go-to FTTX platform for virtually every application today and in the future.

It's scalable. Designed together with our customers NOVUX was designed from the ground up to help service providers gain access to the supplies they need–when and where they need them. And with the power of CommScope's global supply chain, service providers can trust that they'll be able to tackle even the largest FTTX deployments.

It's simple. To design NOVUX, we brought our customers into the process and created an entirely new way to think about fiber connectivity. The result: solutions that help service providers overcome today's challenges–while positioning them well for what's next.

Designed together with our customers To design NOVUX, we brought our customers into the process and created an entirely new way to think about fiber connectivity. The result: solutions that help service providers overcome today's challenges–while positioning them well for what's next.

Let's solve FTTX growth. Let's talk NOVUX.

Get ready for what's next in FTTX deployment.

50X the number of configurations
75% fewer components
75% fewer components

Let's solve FTTX growth. Let's talk NOVUX.

Get ready for what's next in FTTX deployment.